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CHRIST THE ANTIDOTE REGARDING DEATH

Part 75

Where Is Our Original Identity?

Our identity in its original state when ''the sons of God shouted for joy'' as mentioned in Job before the -
disruption of the cosmos -  'Concordant version,' this identity has never ever yet left any of us but has
been buried deep within in its original state & furthermore is not beyond any of us contacting it even now,
please consider carefully the following.
 
     ''By this the Holy Spirit points out that the way into the [true Holy of] Holies is not yet thrown open
as long as the former [the outer portion of the] tabernacle - Holy Place or Pentecostal experience -
remains a recognized institution - within our thinking - and is still standing,''  Heb 9:8. Amp.  Not yet
thrown open or cannot be contacted, this applies namely to those ''as long as'' they remain & who are
still in the ''outer portion''  which constitutes part of the veil.  Entering into the Most Holy Place is not
just a matter of when we pray & we feel the presence of God that we are automatically in the Most Holy
Place experience, we are referring to an understanding & experience that far surpasses Pentecost.  What is
the alternative for those to whom the outer portion does not remain a recognised institution & is not still
standing within their thinking?  Would the Holy of Holies or  The Most Holy Place be thrown open or
would it still be closed?  ''Come let us reason together''!
     
     The problem as many others see it including myself is that what God is showing many at this moment
is happening in an entirely different way than we have been led to understand or expect & is staring us in
the face but as per usual, the old, the natural, the traditional, the working & accomplishing things by what
we do is still blinding many to the wonderful simplicity of knowing Him in further truth.
       
     God's great news to us today is that there is a trumpet being sounded right now & if we will stop &
listen in the in the midst of the of the great worldly religious clamour we will hear the most beautiful
sound within, it is called the 'Seventh trumpet.'  The sound that it is issuing sounds something like this.
HEAR, OBEY, STAND UP, COME FORTH AND BE FREE.  It is far from coincidental that the  seventh
miracle that Jesus performed was in the 'raising of Lazarus' from the dead.  To everyone reading these
words it needs to be stressed that the great truths the prophets have foretold & that we are even now
espousing will surely come to pass, you can mark it down that there is not one word that our Great God
and Saviour has given through His Word that will not come to pass completely & fully.  
  
    ''Every valley and ravine shall be filled up, and every mountain and hill shall be levelled; and the
crooked places shall be made straight, and the rough roads shall be made smooth;  And all mankind
shall see (behold and understand and at last acknowledge) the salvation of God (the deliverance from
eternal death decreed by God).''  Luke 3:5-6. Amp.   [Isa. 40:3-5.]

Jesus And His Seventh Miracle!

''This sickness is not unto death, but (on the contrary) it is to honour God and to promote His glory,
that the Son of God may be glorified through (by) it.''  Jn 11:4b. Amp.  This was the comment that Jesus
made after Lazarus' sisters had contacted Him.  This sickness is also an allegory for our or man's - Adamic
sleeping sickness - this can also be termed as man's spiritual death or mistaken identity & is to eventually
glorify God.  The word sickness here is from the Greek word, Astheno & Asthenos, which is from the
base Sthenos, which actually means, to 'strengthen in spiritual knowledge & power.'  This is also related
to the word is Hestemi which really means to establish or to stand.  As we can see these inspired words
are very important & their derivations are no accident.  The reason for the above is to lay a foundation for
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the wonderful truth of the plan of Lazarus' sleep which is a type of an awakening, which is indicative of
all of man-kinds sleep & eventual awakening, standing up & resurrection. This seventh miracle lines
up perfectly with the seventh trumpet.  

The Seventh Trumpet!

''For the Lord Himself will descend from heaven – into our understanding, revealing our true identity –
with a loud cry of summons, with the shout of an archangel, & with the blast of the trumpet of God. -
with the true realisation of, I AM – And those who have departed this life in Christ will rise first. Then
we, the  living ones who remain [on the earth],  shall  simultaneously be caught up along with [the
resurrected dead] in the clouds - clouds of witnesses - to meet the Lord in the air; - Gk aer, the ether or a
high place of spiritual awareness as to who we really are - & so always we shall be with the Lord!.
Therefore comfort & encourage one another with these words.'' 1Thess 4:16-18. Amp.  
  
     We are also told that Enoch was the seventh from Adam who left us with this prophecy.  ''Behold, the
Lord comes with ten thousands of his saints,  To execute judgement upon ALL, and to convince ALL that
are ungodly among them of all their ungodly deeds which they have ungodly committed, and of all their
hard speeches which ungodly sinners have spoken against him.''  Jude. 14-15. Phillips.  
     
     What a remarkable prophecy,  To execute judgement upon ALL & to convince ALL that are ungodly,
& all of their hard speeches which ungodly sinners have spoken against.  When I read this very recently it
was like reading it for the first time I was awestruck as I saw the wonderful significance to it.  As I come
to think of the wonderful grace of God & what this really means,  to convince ALL,  how gloriously
wonderful.  What a prophecy this is in the understanding of the Most Holy Place illumination.  These will
not be judged by force, but will have their spirit & minds opened as to the truth of who they have spoken
against, at the moment many of these are ignorant & even feel justified in & of what they are saying.
The below is  part of what this mighty trumpet blast is bringing us now today.
     
     ''Therefore I said to you that you shall die in your sins,- mistaken identity - for if you do not believe
that I AM, you shall die in your sins.''  John 8:24.  MKJV.  This is actually saying much more than what
many have yet realised.  If you do not yet believe that ''I and My Father are one'' in other words that
your true inner identity is actually the one & the same with the I AM.  This true inner identity is non-other 
than is mentioned in Job 38:7. ''When the morning stars sang together and all the sons of God shouted
for joy.''  This same identity has always remained with us & is still within us & waiting for us to by faith
to take & possess that which is rightfully yours/ours.  See, Dan 7:18, 22. 
     
     John.8:24. ''That is why I told you that you will die in (under the curse of) your sins;  - mistaken
identities – for if you do not believe that I AM – He - 'the He is not in the original Greek,'  you will die in
your sins.''   A part extraction from the Amplified.
     The term 'in your sins' really means in a wrong concept of your true self, our true self is Christ, 'for it
is Christ that is in you that is the hope of Glory.''  Also if we are the TEMPLE of God which means we
are His dwelling Place. That makes his identity our identity. So what Jesus is saying here is that unless
you take on the true realisation of My Fathers identity as I did & believe that, I AM.....you will die – or
remain in an outer court & second realm, death consciousness concept'; Which is a separation from the
life of the rod that budded, 'which is a metaphor of a reality', or a knowing that in the Son's identity that
we are ''self existent'' I have life within myself & that as part of the corporate son I AM self existent. Jn
5:26 Amp.  In other words my/our true identity is none other than I AM.  Now we must realise that this
seventh trumpet is going to sound long, loud & clear until some - as it were -  may want to put their
spiritual hands over their ears as their dependence on their flesh has to-date been so very strong.  Until we
deny & give up all  credence of any spiritual ability that  is  associated with  our flesh we will  never
discover the eternal reality of the truth of our now alive & accessible Most Holy Place reality.  This is
why God is now in the process of taking away from us any confidence that we have in 'what I can do' in
the flesh.  Furthermore whilst we think that the reality of our Most Holy Place is not accessible we will
not even bother to look for it, without even concern as to the right place.  Truth is sometimes expounded
in what some would think in the most unlikely places & by the  - who we would think – most unlikely
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people, I am referring mainly to others who are also declaring what this article is propounding & this will
remain so until the completion of the manifestation of the man-child.  

You Are god's!
     
Some of this article is a part extract of an earlier article, To further enhance this thought, Jesus said to the
Jews Jn.10:30. ''I and My Father are ONE.'' Then in verse 34. ''Is it not written in your Law, I said,
You are gods?'' 
     The following is taken from Ps.86:6.  ''You are gods, indeed all of you are children of the Most
High.'' If cows have calves who become cattle, & dogs have pups who become dogs, & men & women
have babies who become adults; Pray tell me if God creates offspring in his OWN image what then is our
TRUE IDENTITY?  Unfortunately to date verse 7 also tells us, 'But you shall die as men & fall as one of
the princes.' But wonderful news is ours, our gracious God is now lifting the lid on many of His secrets
& is blowing a very loud 'seventh trumpet' & is resurrecting us from out from our 'death consciousness
concepts!   Remember  that  the  deepest  death  is  unbelief  &  ignorance. When  we  come  to  a  full
understanding of our true selves & comprehend the fact that we are indeed  'sons of God' & know that
within ourselves lie all the powers of God, then that man will then indeed realise that he is an 'en-christed
one' & all the elements will hear his voice & gladly do his will,  ''If you abide in me, & my words abide
in you, you shall ask what you will & it shall be done for you,'' two strong asses bind the will of man;
their names are fear & unbelief,  when these are caught harnessed & then turned aside, the will of man
will know no bounds; then the true man 'in his true identity' Christ, will speak & it will be done.  If we
are looking for a full third realm tabernacles experience, this is what the Spirit is saying, but if we still
desire our 'fear, unbelief & ignorance' so be it.  In the words of another;  ''when man is emptied, he will be
filled with light;  but when he is divided he will be filled with darkness.''  Our title is,  Where Is Our
Original Identity?

The Tabernacle Of David!

''AFTER THIS I will come back, and will rebuild the house of David, which has fallen; I will rebuild its
[very] ruins, and I will set it up again,  So that the REST of men may seek the Lord, and all the Gentiles
upon whom My name has been invoked,''  Act 15:16-17. Amp.  After this I will  rebuild the house of
David.  Let us first take a look at the house that David originally built.   In the time when David had built
the original Tabernacle he had completely pulled out & away from the original tabernacle at Shiloh, once
& for all.
     ''So that He forsook the tabernacle at Shiloh, the tent in which He had dwelt among men [and never
returned  to  it  again],''  Psa  78:60.  As  we  can  see  this  was  a  drastic  measure  to  many of  his  old
colleagues, there is as we will see a very good reason for this  - most startling to some – move which was
out of the old way of worship once & for all.  This of course is a very good type & shadow for us even
today.  One was the unpopularity among many, the other showing us today that we need to move out of
the old, boots & all, once & for all.   ''When God speaks of a new [covenant or agreement], He makes
the first one obsolete (out of use). And what is obsolete (out of use and annulled because of age) is ripe
for  disappearance  and  to  be  dispensed  with  altogether.''  Heb 8:13.  Amp.   To be  dispensed  with
altogether!
     Notice that once he was out it, it was in the extremity, we can never know God's fullness for today if
we have one foot in each camp.  The following verses relate to what God Himself had to say regarding
David in all of this. 
     ''But He chose the tribe of Judah [as Israel's leader], Mount Zion, which He loved [to replace Shiloh
as His capital].  And He built His sanctuary [exalted] like the heights [of the heavens] and like the earth
which He established forever.  He chose David His servant and took him from the sheepfolds;  From
tending the ewes that had their young He brought him to be the shepherd of Jacob His people, of Israel
His  inheritance.  So  [David]  was  their  shepherd with  an  upright  heart;  he  guided  them  by  the
discernment and skillfulness [which controlled] his hands.''  Psa 78:68-72. Amp.
    
     In actual fact God Himself took the ARK - which represented His very own presence - out from the
three part Moses tabernacle & had David & his allies follow that which represented only Spirit & not the
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soul or the flesh, we must only follow spirit,  we must only become  one with spirit.   Now to divert
slightly we are well aware of the tabernacle of Solomon & other proceeding tabernacles.  You may ask the
question why?  Well our wonderful God in His wisdom had something planned for the new testament
Ecclesia in the latter times & that is He would renew the interest in David's tabernacle & would rebuild it
in these last days.  ''AFTER THIS I will come back, and will  rebuild the  house of David, which  has
fallen; I will rebuild its [very] ruins, and I will set it up again,  So that the REST of men may seek the
Lord, and all the Gentiles upon whom My name has been invoked,''  Act 15:16-17.   

     Interestingly if we compare the above statement ''After this'' with the words from Hosea 6:2 ''After
two days'' we realise how wonderfully inspiring is that which has been given to us to thrill at the wisdom
of our wonderful Christ. 
    ''After two days He will revive us (quicken us, give us life); on the third day He will raise us up that
we may live before Him.''  Hos 6:2.  Amp
     All has been taken care of, the faith of Jesus Himself has freed us from all misdeeds & guilt.  This is
why our true original ''before the foundation of the world'' Identity is now in its completeness within us
waiting right now to be claimed in its complete fullness by faith. ''But the saints of the Most High [God]
shall receive the kingdom and possess the kingdom forever, even forever and ever.'' Dan 7:18.
  ''Until the Ancient of Days came, and judgment was given to the saints of the Most High [God], and the
time came when the saints possessed the kingdom.''  Dan 7:22.  
      The original Tent or Tabernacle of David  was eventually erected on Mt Zion the highest realm in
type that there is which represents the position of the 'Most Holy Place' which is - within yourselves –
Obad.1:21, ''But you are come to Mt Zion'' within yourself.  Heb 12:22a. ''the Lamb stood on Mt Zion''
within us Rev14:1a.
     The only thing between man & his full true identity is his doubt & trepidation.  His true identity is
actually his by right.  Are we able to grasp this yet?  This cannot become man's full possession until the
will of man through & by his faith in exercising his right of possession throws his most accessible door
wide open.

Buried In The Field!

''Then will the righteous (those who are upright and in right standing with God) shine forth like the sun
in the kingdom of their Father. Let him who has ears [to hear] be listening, and let him consider and
perceive and  understand by hearing.  The kingdom of heaven is like  something precious buried in a
field, which a man found and hid again; then in his joy he goes and sells all he has and buys that field.
Again the kingdom of heaven is like a man who is a dealer in search of  fine and precious pearls,  Who,
on finding a single pearl of great price, went and sold all he had and bought it.''  Mat 13:43-46.  Amp. 
    
     In the early 1970s I was more than impressed with one of our great forerunners namely Bill Britton.  I
was given a tract written by him that touched a reality that I needed at that time.  To myself what I felt
immediately we read the contents of ''The Harness Of The Lord'' we knew that it was exactly what we
needed even though it went totally against much of what I had been taught up until then.  For some time I
was a marked man until in time things died down plus maturity began to emerge.  Now of course much
more has been revealed but what Bill Britton had shared was needful for that time even though he did not
have the full message.  So it has been with many others since, each one has had what was needed for that
time.  No matter how right each one has felt there were none it would seem yet had the full message, only
their portion.  I personally believe that Bill Britton would know much more today & will be one of those
who will return with the full message & would be among those of ''the spirits of the righteous who have
been made perfect'' Heb 12:23b. To be fair I would also add that maybe Bill Britton knew a lot more than
what he was telling us & was giving us only what he felt we were ready for, these are my thoughts only.
  
     ''For the Lord Himself will descend from heaven with a loud cry of summons, with the shout of an
archangel, and with the blast of the trumpet of God. And those who have departed this life in Christ will
rise first.  Then we, the living ones who remain [on the earth], shall simultaneously be caught up along
with [the resurrected dead] in the clouds  - clouds of witnesses -  to meet the Lord in the air;  - aer,
spiritual air - and so always (through the eternity of the eternities) we shall be with the Lord!''  1Th 4:16-
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17. Amp. 
     All of what we have said has to do with the kingdom that is ''something precious buried within our
field''  this man sells all that he has & purchases that which he sees is buried deep within himself; the
''pearl of great price'' is also mentioned for which in his sincerity he invests all that he has & knows at
that time which in time will bear a profit when he reaches out in faith for that which is already his, that
which he has been since before  ''the disruption of the cosmos.''   Oh what glory is ours, oh what a
revelation is being unfolded, oh what a true identity belongs to us even now & if you can receive it, it has
never ever left you, no never.  What beings we are yes even the offspring of God as we cited in our last
article.  ''Certainly,  we live, move, and exist  because of him. As some of your poets have said,  'We are
God's children.  So if we are God's children, we shouldn't think that the divine being is like an image
made from gold, silver, or stone, an image that is the product of  human imagination and skill.''  Acts
17:28-29. GOD'S WORD. 
     Our title is ''Where is our original identity?''  Within us waiting to be possessed by the faith that was
imparted to us by the ''Author of our Faith.''

  The following is something that we have copied from Part 50 The End Of Sin!
       ''In further considering this thought, many of our understandings are born out of sincerity & it seems
that whenever God is about to do something or move in a special way our, impatience can cause us to
press the Lord before the perfect time & for this reason it seems that there has quite often been an Ishmael
of understanding that comes before the Isaac, an Esau before the Jacob, or even a Saul before a David.
Time & again it has been that the younger son was to be the heir of His promises over the elder son, in
other words the earthly always came before the spiritual.  We are referring to our lack of understanding &
accepting the lesser truth than that of no more sin when regarding the fullness of the reality of no more
sin consciousness.  The lesser truth is simply, 'knowing the theory without experiencing the reality'  We
are so thankful that our God has not in this  Most Holy Place way been coming to deal with sin.  The
identity of who we are will do a complete quick work, once the enlightenment of what & who we really
are the ''in the twinkling of an eye'' will be the true experience of what we are!  This also applies to what
God is now saying.  The elder son in this case refers to the comfort zone of what we have been so used to.
My prayer of late is to those of my brothers & sisters who are on the fence.  My advice to all is to listen
only to spirit this is the realm that those who are attracted to the ''Tabernacle or Tent of David'' will be
listening to, SPIRIT PURE SPIRIT.
     ''I Myself [says the Lord] have commanded My designated ones and have summoned My mighty men
to execute My anger, even My proudly exulting ones --those who are made to triumph for My honor.''
Isa 13:3.  Amp.  
     On first reading this verse in only the literal sense it could be quite easily be taken the wrong way.  Let
us look closely at what those who are going to triumph for His honour means.  First of all flesh will
never have any honour whatsoever.  What would be the thing that would make God angry?  His anger for
the mistaken flesh identity that would keep us blinded to the hidden realities of the truth of Spirit.  This
is where the truth of the Tabernacle of David is leading us to SPIRIT & ONLY SPIRIT.  We repeat once
again Saviours shall arise on  Mt Zion; Where?  Within your own self,  your own true identity. Obad
1:21.  The Lamb stood on Mt Zion.  Where?  Within yourselves!  Rev 14:1. 
     To partake of that which is buried within our field, all else must be sold & the fullness for the truth of
what this in depth truly stands for will be obtained & accomplished in joy, ''then in his joy he goes and
sells all.''  The pearl of great price is nothing less than partaking of our long awaited true identity which
has never ever left us & has been our possession without our realising it all along; so what is the price for
this?  Selling all & taking possession of it by the power we have been given.  FAITH!  I ask how could we
be anything less than wonderfully joyful with such a mighty message as this?  I must also add that no
matter what we think is between ourselves & this wonderful truth; All everything & anything will be
obliterated in & by the power of who we have been since before the beginning of time & has been
secretly hidden within us along!  Today in our local shopping centre I was looking at the reality of all
those within my view who have been lowered & are not yet aware of their true identity.  It will be those
like ourselves who realise this that by the power of that truth, that spirit which is within us we will help
awaken them.
     ''Therefore He says, Awake, O sleeper, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall shine (make day
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dawn) upon you and give you light.'' Eph 5:14.  Amp. 
   
     ''Jerusalem, stand up! Shine! Your new day is dawning. The glory of the LORD shines brightly on
you.   The earth and its people are covered with darkness, but the glory of the LORD is shining upon
you.  Nations and kings will come to the light of your dawning day.''  Isa 60:1-3. Contemporary English
Version. 
     Yes all of this is something precious buried within our field & is part of the pearl of great price.  Shall
we bring forth a Hallelujah! 

Who Before Has Seen God Face To Face And Lived?

In Gen 32:27-30.  We read of the amazing account of Jacob whilst still living in his flesh, seeing God face
to face & not dying but actually staying alive. ''For I have seen God face to face, and my life is spared
and not snatched away.'' Verse 30. Amp.  The first question I wish to ask is did Jacob truly see God face
to face & live?  If so what are we going to do with the obvious verse in Jn 1:18a ''No man has ever seen
God at  any time''?  Many years  ago a  very wise elder  -  who incidentally  was an early  Australian
forerunner & had been connected to the latter rain group – made this statement to myself.  Ralph when
you run into what you think is a contradiction in scripture follow it through for you are on the verge of
revelation.  The scripture attests to the fact that Jacob did see God while he was in the flesh & he did not
die.  We are in the time that God is opening up internal Most Holy Place revelation to his on the verge of
manifesting man-child.  Do we expect that these revelations will be old hat or what we have been used to
in our in-part way of thinking, we had better get used to the fact that these things are going to go against
the grain of many of our old die-hard ways of in-part spiritual understanding.  I would also ask who are
the man-child group other than God Himself revealed in & as man & are sitting on the same throne as
Christ with the Father, Rev 4:21.  The overcoming mentioned here has to do with faith in our miraculous
Godly holy self  original  identity & realising  what  & who we are,  christs',  saviours even from the
beginning. Obadiah verse 21.  We pose the question is it possible today even as Jacob did to spiritually
see our true identity our Christ self & live & not die?   Remember this Jacob was an OT forerunner & not
in anywhere near the same category as the christ/saviours of today that are on the verge of being revealed.
      In 2Thess Chapter two we also read some very interesting information concerning the revealing &
restraining of those who are alive at the sorting out of the heeder's & rejecters ''by His appearing at His
coming''  verse  8.   At  the  end  of  verse  12b we  read  of  those  who,  ''but  instead  took  pleasure  in
unrighteousness.''   I  would  ask  the  question  could  it  be  possible  that  those  who  take  part  in  this
unrighteousness be connected in any way to those who are still remaining in the outer portion of the
tabernacle which ''is not yet thrown open - and - remains a recognised institution and is still standing''
within their thinking?
     Took pleasure in unrighteousness 2Thess 2:12.  Is this not also a part of the outer portion that is not
yet thrown open & still remains a  recognised institution?  Unfortunately the consequences of the  veil
will still be very real in the thinking of some unless there is a drastic change, we would kindly suggest
that if we remove all of the to date in-part thinking from our hearts & proceed by faith into the very life of
our true identity, that identity which existed since well before Genesis, we would no doubt by-pass the
very deceitful recognised institution experience even as Jacob did ''For I have seen God face to face,
and my life is spared and not snatched away.''  As this brought a great change both to the experience &
understanding of Jacob with his God, so I promise each & every one you reading this that there is a very
similar experience awaiting each of you that many have & are now experiencing.  But to the flesh man
who is still in the working out his salvation in what he sees & does & is not yet taking advantage of the
fact that ''it is finished''  that man will never realise what he has until there is an uplifting change in his
thinking.      
    Taking  pleasure  in  unrighteousness  could  also  be  described  as  taking  pleasure  in  our  own
righteousness or own right doing which is scripturally described as  filthy rags.  We are not speaking
religiously but are referring & comparing with & to the highest place of our being.
     ''But we are  all as an unclean thing, and all  our righteousness's are as filthy rags;''  Isa 64:6a
Webster. 
     ''Strip yourselves of your former nature [put off  and  discard your old unrenewed self] which
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characterized your previous manner of life and becomes corrupt through lusts and desires that  spring
from delusion;  And be  constantly renewed in the spirit  of your mind [having a fresh mental and
spiritual attitude],  And put on the new nature (the regenerate self) created in God's image, [Godlike] in
true  righteousness  and  holiness.   Therefore,  rejecting  all  falsity  and  being  done  now with  it,  let
everyone express the truth with his neighbor, for we are  all parts of one body and members  one of
another.'' Eph 4:22-25. Amp.

Our Consciousness Is Being Raised Into A Davidic One!

David was chosen by God for a specific purpose.  He was without question the greatest king ever.  Even
though some of his misdeeds were of the worst kind, he was still called by God Himself a man ''after
God's own heart.''  David had a repentant heart!  We thank God for His always mercy.  Unfortunately for
David in his fall a number of David's friends & even relatives exaggeratedly accused David wrongly.  But
as 'God is in all things' He will even use the mistaken identity in some to bring about His purposes.
David even in his worst situation never ever accused anyone wrongly, he was able to keep a tight lip.
Even when Shimei cursed David & threw stones at him David would not retaliate even when his close
friends thought he should.   It would seem that King David in his worst situation was able to return ''good
for evil'' as with this great King it took a man who had been through the mill not to ''cast the first stone''
when in an opposing situation.
     When it was time for David's death he had ''kept the faith'' as it were.  We must keep in mind even in
David's worst situation & misdeeds he was a man chosen by God as a King of Israel.  If we can keep in
mind that we are all not only kings & priests but are of the Melchisedecian order which incorporates
''neither a beginning or ending of days'' & that is why that we can right now as Jacob did begin to have
contact with our forever identity face to face. ''For I have seen God face to face, and my life is spared
and not snatched away.''  Yes our consciousness is changing in that we are not walking after the flesh or
the Adam man & in walking after  SPIRIT we are learning to live & contact SPIRIT & know that it is
possible to have the incredible access to our original pre Adamic identity & ''not be snatched away.''
Some may think that this entitles them not to die in this life, I am not so sure, just because someone
moves on does not in itself prove that they were not espousing truth.  I could name some that were
certainly on the ball as far as the realisation of the end of sin consciousness & because it was time for
them to move on does not make them wrong.  Either way those who are returning will be ''the spirits of
the righteous who have been made perfect.'' Heb 12:23b, this certainly needs to be considered.
     As one has so ably worded ''you need to become who you truly are'' if we are receiving this you will
not miss the reality of your true identity.

     It has been stated.  ''After leaving this mortal sphere there we enter into a broader vision; God is not
seen in a vindictive or cruel aspect but those who have passed over are always aware of an infinite Love,
a divine & compassionate Intelligence, ever merciful to man.''  
     There have been many who have claimed visions of an eternal hell of flaming fire for the unbeliever.  I
personally along with many others do not believe that this is true, not according to the revelation of the
spirit, I am not saying that these people have not seen these things, but unless an experience lines up with
the Most Holy Place revelation within ourselves they are not true, they are false delusions.  The God that
is revealing Himself in this third day is the most Loving being that there could ever be, He has created all
men in  His Own Image & is perfecting us by bringing us to to the realisation that our perfection is
actually within ourselves in every man & as man allows the Spirit deep within his heart to lead him & to
show him that the ''flesh of man is not profitable to spiritual things''; He will for ever be still groping
in the dark, yet one touch of light & that reality will set you free from any guilt.  That pure eternal self is
there in all of us waiting for us by faith to take hold of that Aeons Past self & might I also add our Aeons
Future self, for that is only what will set you free & that identity is yours even now.    

The Simplicity Of Spiritual Truth Will Always 
Be A Difficulty To The Natural Man!
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If our spiritual life is geared to our fleshly conduct, we have not yet understood the grace of God.  There
 is not one thing that God's grace has not covered.   Our lives do not change because of our conduct, our
spiritual lives are connected to our realising what He has accomplished & given to us belong to us free
gratis.  This is what brings a true change into our lives, anything else are but filthy rags.  In our article
Part 72, I quote from the very last paragraph, which is an excerpt from John G Lake. 

     ''All power is given unto Me in heaven and in earth''  Mt 28:18. ''GO YE, therefore.''  Some years ago a
Roman Catholic priest said: ''Christ was born that other christ's might be born.''  Gods intention was not
that Jesus Christ was to be a lonely Son of God forever, but that Jesus Christ, ministering in the Spirit of
God to the sons of men, shall see of the travail of His soul, shall be satisfied, in that they too are raised to
His own likeness and stature and glory and power and understanding, and they too become the sons of
God.'' 
     My thought in sharing this is that until we pass the stage of classifying people as Hindus', Muslims,
Catholics,  Seven Day Adventists, etc & until  we see the world as ONE without division we are not
agreeing with the mind & heart of Jesus Christ, deep within our true eternal identity the Christ in us
would share I see the whole world as ONE & would say to us that until we enter into that perception we
are not yet agreeing with the spirit of  ONENESS which He is.  Our heading to this particular thought is
''The simplicity of spiritual truth will always be a difficulty to the natural man.'' I realise that many
will misunderstand what we are writing, be that as it may it must be said, we cannot force people into a
higher understanding but now is the time that many of us should be changing our attitudes & begin to
view the world as it will soon be.  The only thing that will change the world into this way of thinking is a
demonstration by ourselves as Christ's body.
     Now I know that what some have taught in the past is that the world is bringing a new world order, be
that as it may I wish to declare to you Christ is right now in the process in bringing in His universal order,
Col 1:20b. ''all things should be completely reconciled back to Himself, whether on earth or in heaven,
as through Him, [the Father] made peace by means of the blood of His cross.''    
     Whether on earth or in heaven, these words are most significant when referring to Christ's universal
order.  One Christ, One body, this understanding must continue in us until all wrong thinking be subdued
& the final outcome is that death will be no more.  

     ''He  who overcomes (is victorious), I will grant him  to sit beside Me on My throne, as  I Myself
overcame (was victorious) and sat down beside My Father on His throne.''  Rev 3:21.  Amp.  I wish to
stress once again this overcoming has nothing whatsoever to do with one skerrick of what we accomplish
in & by the deeds of the flesh.

Who Has Despised The Day Of Small Things!
     
''And I am saying, No, my lord. And he is answering and speaking to me, saying, This is the word of
Yahweh to Zerubbabel, saying:Not by valor, nor by vigor, but rather by My spirit, says Yahweh of hosts."
What are you, great mountain? Before Zerubbabel you are to be a level plain. And he shall bring forth
the headstone with tumults:Grace, grace to it!"  And the word of Yahweh is coming to me, saying:"  The
hands of Zerubbabel laid the foundation of this house, and his hands shall complete it. Then shall you
know that Yahweh of hosts sent me to you." For who despises the day of small things? And they shall
rejoice and see the stone plumb in the hand of Zerubbabel. These seven are the eyes of Yahweh; they are
going to and fro in the entire land.'' Zech 4:6-10. Concordant Version.

     ''Then he answered and spake unto me, saying, This is the word of Jehovah unto Zerubbabel, saying,
Not by might, nor by power, but by my Spirit, saith Jehovah of hosts.  Who art thou, O great mountain?
before Zerubbabel  thou shalt become a plain; and he shall bring forth the top stone with shoutings of
Grace, grace, unto it.  Moreover the word of Jehovah came unto me, saying,  The hands of Zerubbabel
have laid the foundation of this house; his hands shall also finish it; and thou shalt know that Jehovah of
hosts hath sent me unto you.   For who hath despised the day of small things? for  these seven shall
rejoice, and shall see the plummet in the hand of Zerubbabel; these are the eyes of Jehovah, which run
to and fro through the whole earth.''  Zec 4:6-10.  A.S.V. 
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     We are sharing these immediate previous verses prophetically in relation to what God is accomplishing
with His sons right now.  In short Zerubbabel is a type of Christ for notice  his hands have laid the
foundation of the house mentioned & they shall also finish it.  One of the first things to be mentioned is a
''great mountain'' which is as I see it the flesh life trying to accomplish things in our own way, not only
the flesh but the false religious way of our thinking, this great mountain is going to be taken out of the
way & shall ''become a plain.'' How?  Not by our might nor by the power of the religious flesh or our
mistaken identity ''but by my spirit'' says the Lord.  The house is actually referring to the corporate body
or house of Christ in which He dwells which of course typify the sons God.  So as we read it in its Most
Holy Place setting this is  speaking to the sons of God & please notice ''these seven''  which is also
referring to the seven spirits of son-ship which are mentioned a number of times in the wonderful book of
the Revelation of our Christ.   These seven the true corporate body of Christ shall rejoice to see the
plummet, or in today's bricklayers terms plumb bob which is a weight or bob hung on the end of a line
to test the vertical correctness of a building.  So this is telling us that there is a plum bob or plummet in
the hands of Zerubbabel or Christ testing the straightness of His building or the erectness of how we are
building & ''these are the eyes of Jehovah, which run to and fro through the whole earth.''   At the
moment there are many who have not yet understood what God is now revealing plus others are looking
into these further deeper things whilst there are others right on the verge, do not be discouraged  ''For
who hath despised the day of small things?''
     I would also add that because of our personal experience in the past our great God seems to most times
come  up  with  the  unexpected.  The  reason  as  I  see  it  is  because  of  our  spiritual  comfort  zone  our
''recognised institution''  always seems safer & far better.

A New Walk That Consists Of Wholeness!
  

''After this there was a feast of the Jews, and Jesus went up to Jerusalem.  Now there is a pool at the
Sheep Gate at Jerusalem, which is called in Hebrew Bethesda, having five porches.  In these lay a great
multitude of those who were sick, of blind, lame, withered, waiting for the moving of the water.  For an
angel went down at a certain time into the pool and troubled the water. Then whoever first stepped in
after the troubling of the water was made whole of whatever disease he had.  And a certain man was
there, who had an infirmity thirty-eight years.  When Jesus saw him lying, and knowing that he had spent
much time, He said to him, Do you desire to be made whole?  The infirm man answered Him, Sir, when
the water is troubled, I have no one to put me into the pool. But while I am coming, another steps down
before me.  'Jesus says to him, Rise,  take up your bed and walk.  And immediately the man was made
whole and took up his bed and walked. And it was a sabbath on that day.  Therefore the Jews said to him
who had been healed, It is the sabbath. It is not lawful for you to take up the bed.  He answered them,
He who made me whole said to me, Take up your bed and walk.  Then they asked him, Who is the man
who said to you, Take up your bed and walk?'' John 5:1-12.  MKJV. 

     Do you desire to be made whole? This cry was to the sleeping Christ in the soul of this sick man, in
his own way this sick man had not ceased from effort for many days even though he had no hope of
getting into the water before others, he wanted to be in the presence of hope, namely the healing angel
that troubled the waters, to him there was no other way.  Likewise the lesson to ourselves is we do not
cease  from the ''desire to be made whole'' until the goal of spiritual liberation be reached.  In the words
of Jesus ''take up your bed and walk'' the challenge is also to ourselves even though we may hear - in
type - from others  ''It is not lawful for you to take up the bed''  we listen to the spirit of Christ ''He who
made me whole said to me take up your bed and walk'' or in today's idiom perhaps, go ahead its quite
okay.  We must not forget that the above happened on the  Sabbath day, there is always a reason that
others will use to try to stop us from reaching our goal of complete spiritual liberation for the Sabbath
represents the law. ''Who is the man who said...Take up your bed and walk?'' our mistaken identity will
always try to oppose the progress of our true eternal Christ identity.  To the man who suffered with the
deep seated lingering disorder for many, many years one day he heard the words of liberation & was
made  completely whole, but when it came time to share it with others know this it was not without
opposition from both the law, flesh & religiosity.  
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Destroy This Temple And In Three Days! 

''Then the Jews answered and said to Him, What sign do you show us, since you do these things?  Jesus
answered and said to them, Destroy this temple and in three days I will raise it up.  Then the Jews said,
This temple was forty-six years building, and  will you rear it up in three days?  But He spoke of the
temple of His body.  Therefore when He had risen from the dead, His disciples remembered that He had
said this to them, and they believed the Scripture and the word which Jesus had said.''  John 2:18-22.
MKJV. 
    
     This is a subject we have written on a number of times but as I read it this time a thought deep within
our spirit came to me & I hope that we can do it justice in sharing it on paper.   As many realise the
temple of God has never been & was never intended to be in anything else but His living creation & not
dead  human erections consisting of bricks, mortar & steel etc.  The only way that we can be raised up or
made fully alive is that our  original immortal before Genesis identity is completely grasped taken &
possessed Daniel 7: 18, 22. MKJV.    
    
    We  are  actually  existing  in  a  cosmic  universe,  the  cosmic universe  would  be  considered  the
harmonious & orderly universal system. The true man  before he was lowered into the fleshly realm
[Rom 8: 20. Gal 3:22a. Rom11: 32,] was very familiar with this cosmic order as this was the realm of his
true identity.  Our Great God has promised a complete return FOR ALL to this order, Jn12:32. Luke3:6.
But in no way will it  be in the way that most think or have to date known.  To verify this read the
following verse in our true identity Most Holy Place realm. 
     
     ''And I will bring the blind by a way they knew not; I will lead them in paths they have not known; I
will make darkness light before them, and crooked things straight. I will do these things to them, and
not forsake them.''  Isa 42:16. MKJV.  Now in our progression many of these verses have been applied to
where we were spiritually at that particular time.  Let us now take particular notice of these words; I will
lead  the  blind by  a  way and  in  paths  that  they have not  -  yet  -  known.   The  word  yet is  for
clarification.
     
     ''And He will destroy in this mountain the face of the covering which covers all people, and the veil
that is woven  over all nations.  He will swallow up death in victory; and the Lord Jehovah will  wipe
away tears from all faces. And He shall take away from  all the earth the  rebuke of His people. For
Jehovah has spoken.''  Isa 25:7-8.  MKJV.  

     He will have it so that in this mountain, the old temple of understanding & the veil which is WOVEN
over all nations that death will be swallowed up in victory.  'In three days' on the third day there will be
some who are forerunners of a not so popular group of believers that will have already destroyed the old
temple of Pharisaical understanding & have grasped the true meaning of having fully known by the use
of the faith of Christ which is ours/yours, who in their true identity have in one stroke taken away all
the crutches & last reliance's on the terrible lies of the lowered false identity.
 
Our title is  Where Is Our Original Identity?  The answer is of course it is accessible to all if you so
desire!

Ralph Knowles,  December.  2014.

All previous parts of this series can be accessed at.
   www.rwknowles.com

Trust that this finds you well in the high fellowship of God & blessings to those who are open hearted &
are listening.  There is always a higher place in God for all, this is something that is never ending.
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